Abstract

In recent years, there has been increasing interest on using Component-Base System (CBS) to develop Applications. These parts are glued together to compose an application. Since the approach supports reusability, these parts might be reused into countless systems. CBS provides efficiency, reliability and reduces the need for maintenance. However, performance is a major problem with this kind of applications. It believed that, the failure of performance means
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A financial loss, increased expenses of hardware, higher cost of software development, and harder than that, the loss of relationships with consumers. However, one important solution for that is the avoidance of late performance evaluation. A prediction approach supported with a reasoning framework is a best solution to overcome the problem. In this paper, we investigate and identify problems on software performance prediction in context of CBS. Then we present the result of a comparative evaluation based on selected criteria for three approaches to software performance evaluation namely measurement approach, model-based approach, and mixed approach. The result from the comparative shows that mixed approach is the best method to be used as means to develop the proposed framework. The proposed framework is aiming at enabling developers to efficiently predict and evaluate software performance during development lifecycle. The details of the comparative study are presented as well as the outline of our proposed framework.
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